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Classic RCA

;lr-.

FRANCK: Symphony in D minor. Chicago

Symphony Orcnestra. Monteux (cond.).
IRichard Mohr (prod.): Lewis Layton (eng.)].
RCA 1SC.2514

ffiWW

Whatever happened to RCA? Here is a re-

cording from the golden days of stereophonic recording, that is, the early days,
that shows all too clearly that, in terms of
recording quality, things have gone very
much downhillsince 1961 when this superb
disc of the Franck Symphony was made.
Pierre Monteux, then eighty-six years old
and proving that old age need not of necessity bring on a hardening of the creative
arteries, leads a reading in which the Sym-
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phony is viewed as a single architectural
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construction. There is little time to linger
oyer every succulent detail of the music, but

by way of compensation the listener is
treated to a wonderf ully coherent and

powerful performance.
Monteux presents a f irst movement fullof
breaking waves of sound, the surf sea
surges of the tempestuous soul, alternating
with brooding swells and wheeling, crooning flutes, and from then on the listener is
caught up in the sweep of the conductor's
vision.

The sound quality of the recording
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matches the quality of the musical performance. The critic in High Fidelity, when this

.i

performance was first issued, complained
about the exceptionally wide dynamic

I

range. Little did he know that there would
come, all too soon, a supposedlY more

technologically advanced day when record
critics would be complaining about the artificially compressed dynamic range of so
much recorded music.
To my ears, the glory of this record is the
combination of the reproduced soundstage
and the recorded ambience. The recording
was made at Orchestra Hall, Chicago, and
the record reproduces a f ine sense of being
in that hall, since the listener can hear the
sound resonating in the space and bounc'
ing of f the walls. The orchestra is encased in
a gorgeously impressive acoustic envelope.

Not only is the lateral spread of the or-

chestra well reproduced but, as you might
expect from what I have already written,
there is an excellent sense of depth; a sense
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that is enhanced, by the way, by the splitting
of f irst and second violins on either side of
the orchestra.
The presence of the sound is good, with

an especially good reproduction of the at'
tack and rasp of the strings and brass, and
the dynamic range is indeed superb. ls not
the level of the second movement, though,
set a little higher than for the rest of the
work? My main quibble with the frequency
range is with the extremities of that range. A
little more bass reproduction and a little
more rich:,ess for the very top of the violins
would not go amiss. lt should also be noted
that as the dynamic level increases, so does
the congestion of the imaging.
But I do indeed quibble.

ln the words of Edward Greenf ield, who
wrote in the Gramophone review when the
recording was first issued in England,

.

.what makes the whole performance

stand oul so completely above other versions. ..is fhe sense of a live performance.
I ndeed

\,

Flying Fish
THE KLEZMORIM: Metropolis. [Stuart Brot-

man (prod.); Peter Sutheim (eng.)l Flying
Fish FF-258.

Hey, here's one to run out and buy. Not
because of the sound, particularly, but
because of the sheer fun of the music. Klezmorim, plural of "klezmer," a Yiddish word
meaning itinerant musicians, says it atl. The
smell of hot coffee and boiling sausage rn.
fuses every note of this infectious, lunatic
Middle and Eastern European music with its
Middle Eastern accent that sounds, stylistically, well, like a wired Kurt Weill gone
beserk.
lf, like me, you dote on De Danann's ver-

sion of "My lrish Molly-O," listening to the
Klezmorim will give you an insight into its,
and many other vaudevillian song's, music
al roots.

lThe sound is acceptable. By this,
I mean
that it will not give you high blood pressure,
but will leave you wishing that the imaging
had not been quite so congested, that the
ambient information had been somewhat

greater so that the overall sound was not so

bland, and that the presence had a little
more liveliness to it. But the sonic cohesion
is good, at least the drum is perceptibly in
the same space as the rest of the instruments.

There are six players in the Klezmorim
who perform, between them, on clarinets,

saxophones, piano, trombone, percussion,
xylophone, tube, and trumpet, and l, for one,
am looking forward to their next release.

That sinuous, sideways slinking, sensuous, screaming, kareening Moldovank
will get me every time. But do not listen to
this disc at the same time as you are reading

Sophie's Choice. I did, and it raised and
lump in my throat and brought tears to my
eyes. But when the mood is right, the clari.
net, laughing like a drunken hyena during
the melodically twisted "Kramtweiss Steps
Out," will bring only tears of joy.
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CBS "Mastersound"?
TCHAIKOVSKY: 1812 Overture, Op. 49;
March S/aye, Op. 31. BEETHOVEN: Well
ington's Victory, Op. 91. Chorus of the Vienna State Opera, Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra, Lorin Maazel, cond. [Roy Emerson
(prod.); Wolfgang Gulisch (eng.)1. CBS lM
37252.

This album comes with a fold-out, fullcolor insert that sings the praises of digital
recordings, Mastersound and Audiophile
Pressing, and
enough-strong con-

-sure

tender for the worst-sounding-record-of-thedecade award.
I'll be brief. The orchestra sounds as

though it has been recorded in a field of
marshmallows. Transients are smoothed
out and the tympani sound as if the players
are hitting nerf drums with sponge rubber
mallets. The advancing fifes and drums in
Wellington's Victory sound as though they
were recorded in a gymnasium and spliced
into this recording. The artillary sounds as
though it has gone limp and. . .well, why go
on.
The performances are blander than a saltf ree diet.
It so happened that I heard a performance

of part of the l812lhe week before listening
to this record. That performance was

given
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all about. Both these gentlemen should be
sentenced to attendin[ a series of concirti
given by live symphony orchestrrr, Irliea'i
anything on this record as relating

experience.
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Bob Fulton's Ark
OrganSounds f rom Mount Olivet.Diana Lee
Metzker (organ). [R.W. Fulton (eng.)]. AHK
1094.S.
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The name [Bob] Fulton is about all the in.
formation that you get regarding the engineering of this disc, except for a cheap
teaser that does not auger well for what the

listenerisabouttohear.ThisdiscwaSoro.;.,:..,.,.l-o.i'.,'.,,.,...'..;..'.."r=]:.
microphone l--.,,*if;'i..€,'1,.,",. .-,.,.' ,'it,.l:; :!l','tl.',
andrecordingsystemdesignedandopera.i:;+.H+t:;i.1',l;{..j..';.,.5.,i;.:.;;..,.1;,,....,;,.1.,.'
1, '
,.r, -:ii,._,.'i{H, ,*i. rj::,'.i ;
ted by engineer R.W. Fulton."
.. ..,
- .';1,;,,,{;,i,, ;._, ,
' ,
l'msorry,butif youwanttotell usabout 'i:1:::,"*til'.. : '''' ,.
formation_especiallyiftheequipmentis:]..i'.::.]]]l':]l:1'.r.:
,, ,, . ,
all that special-otherwise shut up and let
duced by "utilizing a unique

'

,

''

us judge whether or not the sound is unique.

The bland and uninflected performance
of the f irst work on this disc, the Prelude and
Fugue in B minor by Bach, is so boring that
the quality of the recording almost becomes
a moot point. As Ms. Metzker chugs througlr

Jesu Joy of Man's Desiring and proceeds to
tedious performances of the other works on
this disc, Jesu Joy! is about all I can say. Except, that is, for two works on side two. Persichett's Sonatine for Pedals is an attrac-

up,
virile
.

Fortunately, Diana Lee Metzker opens

interpretively, long enough to give
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As to the sound, the pre-echo at the start Lt*&j+#;t,',,rr.i=,:;t;;i,o t.;il:-fl..i,,.1
of side one, and again before the last track ;:;;.'t,,*,iii$iffi;;.-3o$gg_$r,-"*"ffi',{"jpt*;:-;;.9.
andlcersuasive performances of these
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overall.
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(Wilson AudioW-811 1),The Fox Touch Vot I
Glory (M&K RT-113) and compared to these, :
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j ,"
admit to disappointment
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this recording is lacking in depth of sound.
stage and dimensionality (this latter is a
strength of Magnum Opus). More impor:-
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tantly, much is made.on the record jacket of
the fact that the MountOlivet organ is layed
out on both sides of the nave, but imaging is
not a strong point on this disc, and a great
deal more could have been made of the amL.'^ireu"'
bience of the
.,'"^ol:::fl:^,1i"-:::
space and the locations of the
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the sonic cohesion is excellent. I have no
complaints about the frequency range except that the deep bass could have been
astringency (acidity? thinness? coldness?
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Mobile Fidelity
OREGON: Distant Hills. Mobile Fidelity
Sound Lab MFSL-1-514.

This is a fine re-mastering of a multimiked recording that is guaranteed to show
off the transient response of your system.
The sound on this recording is wide-open,
wide-spread, and f ullof impact. and is put at
the service of mood music for all moods
from darkly melodic to chattering, jangledfree improvisations.

.,

The soundstage stretches way out be-

dous. as in the snap of f ingers during

"Aurora," and the sizzle of the strings of the
bass during "Dark Spirit." Being a multimiked job, the sonic cohesion leaves something to be desrred, as, for instance, the
dead-sounding cymbal which is in stark
contrast to the harmonic richness of the
other instruments.

Musically, the only sour note- iiter-

ally-is

sounded by Glen Moore who has
trouble keeping in tune on his bass. But
those who like the pure, tangy acoustic
string sound of David Grisman will surely
like this album also. Except, the music rs
more pretentious and less rhythmically tree::l! 'ri:.i
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yond the loudspeakers, and the imaging of
the instruments is f ine, except f or the piano,
which seems to have been recorded usrng
several microphones, so that dif f erent parts
of its range seem to be coming from different places" Each instrument is very closely recorded and the presence is just tremen-

spirited than Grisman's. But I think you'll
love the sound.
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woodwind is soft and sensuous, and the interpretations are among the best of these
works that I have heard. I had thought that
would never want to h.ear the Vaughan Williams Fantasia again, until I was gripped by
this one.
It so happens that one of the works, Bar'
I
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Telarc

7

VAUGHAN WILLIAMS: Fantasia on a
Theme by Thomas fal/is. SATIE: Gym'
nopedies Nos.

7 & 2.

GRAINGER: /rish fune

from County Derry. FAURE: Pavane.
BARBER: Adagio for Strings. Saint Louis
Symphony Orchestra, Leonard Slatkin

(cond.). [Robert Woods 1prod.); Jack Renner
(eng.)]. Telarc DG 10059.
I am hardly noted as a champion of digital
records. lndeed, the very first digital recording that lever reviewed, before I had yet read
any other reviews of digital records ( Fire-

bird, Telarc 10039), prompted me to write
that, although I greatly admired the spatial
qualities created by the microphone place-

aji;i..

,

ment, there were problems with the frequency response. And, lor me, it has all

there.

been downhill from
Well, let me say right away that here, for
once, is a digitally recorded disc that I am
able to recommend, nay, even to recommend highly, as I did recently on my own
radio show. Before you jump out of your
chair and rush off down to the corner store
to buy a copy, let me warn you that there are
some reservations concerning this record
that I will consider below.
The record raises some question for me
about the relationship of the live performance to the recorded studio performance. I
happened to hear the Saint Louis Orchestra
play in concert about a week before listening to this record, and the two events cannot
be connected. During the live concert, the
orchestra sounded tired, entries straggled,
string t^ne could hardly be called lush, and
the winds were variable. ln addition, the interpretations, with Slatkin conducting, were
unstimulating, to say the least.

The transformation onto record is dazzling. string tone is smooth and beguiling,

ber's Adagio f or Strings, was performed during the live concert as wellas on this record,

so I write from a position of being able to
make a direct comparison, and it really is a
transf ormation.
The sound captured on this disc is as interesting as are the performances. The
soundstage has a wonderf ul, and f ull, threedimensional quality. Not only is the sound
stage wide, but the illusion of depth is such
that the listener is drawrr into the musical
space that seems to stretch back behind the
loudspeakers. Dimensionality seems to be

such a tricky quality to capture that it is a
pleasure indeed to hear what Messrs.
Woods and Renner have achieved here. The
solo violin and solo viola in the Vaughan
Williams produce sounds that are spatially
rounded and three-dimensional, as are the

solo woodwinds where they occur. Needless to say, the imaging is good and the
proxrmity seems very natural for a oosition
about midway back rn an audiiorium.
Which brings me to the auditorium itself
The acoustic envelope is beautifully captured-airy and realistic-but best of all is
the ambient information contained on this
record. I can hear the side and end walls of
ihe Powell Symphony Hali, where the recording sessions took place, and this reproduction of the hall ambience adds not only
to the total sound of the orchestra but to the
individual instruments as well, as when the
reverberation of f the side wallcan be clearly
heard behind the harp on the left.
The sonic cohesion is excellent and the
dynamic range reproduced on this recoro
cannot be faulted, but I suspect that thrs
quality has much to do with the fact that the
music calls for dynamics that, for most of
the time, lie between ppp and mf. Where the
dynamics do rise above l, the sound be.

comes congested.
With regard to the reproduction of the frequency range, tl're bass is f irm and the lower
mid and midrange is w'ett represented-the

cellos, for example, are realistically

reproduced. But the upper mid and upper
frequencies are tissue-paper thin and this
destroys rnuch of the lustre of the sound of

what is, after all, predominantly string

music.
So, if you are looking for a low-key, laidback-for-sure. album of classical music to
t

go with soft lights and warm f ires and allthe
gentle things of life, then this is the one. And
after the third glass of wine you will not even

notice the problems with the reproduction
of the frequency range.
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inamomentconcerningtheSoUnd,thisis':..
an exuberant and thrusting performance
.: ,,; . - -., :- , ' ,
was first released in this country in 1969.
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and is given a beautif ully shaped readingOverall, the sound has consrderable im'
pact, and it is the sense of presence that is

the effect of this is underscored by the
close microphoning of strings and wood-

wind.
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second violins during the introduction to
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depth, but some moments come off

the fourth movement. There is little or
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no

1,

ambient information on the disc and the

per..
.
disturb- ,
,'
ing.
. ,,r.
-;r-'i-.',.ii-, t
the sound lacks harmonic richness and i, 1;'l-'i.;f,';iy;i..* *,-::
thereisanacerbicedgetotheupperstrings :#ffiffSffi;
whichsoundthinandalsothereisthinness' i:!1"";5-,r:rr':,;;ff!,-'
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in the percussion. Overall, the sound is

closely recorded f lutes and strange
spective was an aspect that I found
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lsTZlo his sisterAlexandraat herestate in
Kamenka was a felicitous one, for it was
there in that Ukranian town that he heard
the f olk songs that inspired him to com-
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pose this most Russian of his symphonies. ,
'l
Hearing this animated performance makes
1,-;i..:..i:::i:. .i-,.- .:"'
'
,;',,,n
".:
one realize how underrated and underperi .;
f ormed this symphony is.
'.,'.'-,',.,. ,i' il''i".!J11".
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ive operas in all, Svanda Dudak being the

first (in 1927) and Wallenstein the last

(in

1937).

ln addition to the operas, during these years

he also composed four operattas and

a

number of orchestral works. ln 1938 (or 1939,
depending on whether one is reading the excellent notes that accompany this record, or
the entry in the 1954 edition of Grove)
Weinberger left Czechoslovakia and settled
in the USA.
For a while it seems as though his music
remained relatively popular and during the
1940s there were performances of his or-

chestral works in New York, London, and

Germany. Weinberger settled in St. Peters.
burg, Florida, where he continued to compose and devote himself to photography. lnterest in performing his music declined and
he died at the age of 71 (in 1967) through a
self-administered overdose of sedatives. (ls
that a euphemism for suicide? A search
through the Readers Guide index for 1967
reveals no articles on the composer prompted by his death.)
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Weinberger was thirty-one years old
when Schwanda was first produced and
despite his considerable subsequent output, he was destined to become known as a
one-work composer. After all, Schwanda
had been translated into seventeen languages and performed in 150 opera houses
all over the world in the years following its

WEINBERGER: Schwanda the Bagpiper.

Herman Prey (Schwanda), Lucia Pop

(Dorotka), Siegfried Jerusalem (Babinsky),
Gwendolin Killebrew (Queen), Alexander

f

Malta (Magician), Siegmund Nimsgern

(Devil), others; Munich Radio Orchestra,
Bavarian Radio Chorus, Heinz Wallberg
(cond.). [Theodor Holzinger (prod.); Alfons
Seebacher (eng.)1. CBS M3 36926.

I recently played this recording during my
radio program and received a letter from a
listener in a small midwestern town, which
read, in parl, You have played this af ternoon
f rom a fdreign country a concert that I never
have been so moved and uplif ted in the most
beautiful and exalting composition I have
heard and I am 893h elderly today.
I hope that Jaromir Weinberger is.
wherever he is, able to appreciate not only
that comment of pleasure, but also the
generalcritical acclaim with which this CBS
release has been greeted. Given the extremes of the ups and downs of his life, it
would perhaps be comforting to think that

immediately consigned to Hell from which

he is again rescued by Babinsky who plays

cards with the Devil for the soul of the
bagpiper, f inds himself transformed back to
his own house and for once, at last!, ignores
the further inducements of Babinsky and
falls into the still-loving arms of his wife.
The music is, by turns, Czech-charming
and ecstatic-radiant, with a fullcomplement
of polkas on the one hand, and Straussian
music coloring on the other. Come to think

he somehow knows that it looks as though

history may not forget him after all.

of it, the music of the Scriabin of the First
and Second Symphonles might be a better

Weinberger was born in Prague on

January 8, 1896. He studied music with the

comparison.
The opera is sung in German by a relatively strong cast of singers. On the whole, the

composer Jaroslv Kricha, pianist Karel
Hof

tmeister, and Max Reger. He composed
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irst production, and he was never to

achieve that measure of success again.
The plot of the opera tells of Schwanda,
whose playing on the bagpipes charms all
who hear it, and of the robber Babinsky, who
entices him away f rom his young wife Dorotka; of how, led by Babinsky, Schwanda f irst
charms the lce Queen but is then thrown into prison and sentenced to death only to be
rescued by the ever-present Babinsky in the
nick of time, whereupon he lies to his wife,
Dorotka, about his love for the Queen and is
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men seem to rne to come off better than the
women. Hermanr, Prey is warm-voiced and

convincing as Schwanda, and Siegmund
Nimsgern makes his mark as the Devil. Even

Siegfried Jerusalem despite his slightly
acidic voice really gets into the swing of
things and is most effective in the role of
Babinsky. None of the ladies is weak, exactly, but Lucia Popp f ails to either really charm

or to develop Dorotka into a convincing

character and Gwendolyn Killebrew's voice
is too unfocused to make an interesting
character out of the Queen, though both of
these singers do convey the music well.
Although Heinz Wallberg's conducting
lacks the degree of grace and subtlety, and
the singers lack a dramatic interpretation of
the words, that would make this a great performance, it is, nonetheless, an extremely
enjoyable one of an opera that is full of
vibrant and fresh music.
The quality of the sound is spacious and
full, but I have several reservations. There is
a good feeling for the spatial layout of the
orchestral soundstage. The dimensionality
and imaging of the instruments is acceptable. The orchestra is at a reasonable distance f rom the.listener. But here comes the
problem: There is a good acoustic envelope

give you an accurate impression of what ls
being said..
Dennis Arundell, who concocted the English version, should be strung up in a box
alongside those singers and left there.
I do realize that Arundell's version may
have been made f rom the Czech or French or
Hungarian version for all I know. But the
point is that it is Max Brod's German version
that is sung on this recording and the lis'

tener has every right to expect that the
English version ref lect what the performers

are trying to communicate.

Having said all that, though, I must also
add that the extensive notes that accompany the record give an interesting insight
into both the opera and the life of its composer.

I cannot stress too strongly that the

d-e vivre of the music makes listening to
this opera an enjoyable experience, and if a

ioi

recording like this can bring a Welsh

re-

viewer, forgotten Czech composer. and an
almost ninety-year-old midwesterner together, it can't be all bad.

for the orchestra, but it does not encompass

.;,'.,;31:.

the singers who sound as though in a different ambience. There is a reasonably resonant acoustic ambience for the orchestra,

but none for the singers who seem to be
singing in cardboard boxes suspended
above the f irst desk strings, which seems to
me to be a f unny location f rom which to sing
an opera, even a Czech one. Nor is the left-

1i;'i.

to-right location of the voices worked out
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The libretto is given in three languages

.'-.1 is

translaled from the English! lf you do not
the English libretto does not
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.iand, would you believe, the French version

,' I read German,
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tanz,
The Erglish version says that this means:
Dorotka, fhis is a cheerf ul wedding day !
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Now for a. major complaint. The English
translation, "version" the libretto calls it, of
the libretto radically distorts the meaning of
the words sung in German by the cast. One
example must suff ice, though the libretto is
full of such rubbish.
Fer instance, the Queen sings:
Unhold du, immer nur Mord und Toten-
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the orchestra.
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with regard to the dramatic spatial location
suggested by the score.
lndividually the voices are as well captured as is the orchestral sound. lt would
have been nice to think that maybe the
singers were at least in the same building as
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